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“Jubilee” Earrings and Necklace Set
As seen in the 2008 Super Supplement and our “Vintage-Style” advertisment

Created by: Selina Shehan

Suggested Materials for Earrings:
Qty. Stock Name
16 #37-123-9 Small oval jump rings, gunmetal
16 #37-411-9 7/8" thin head pins, gunmetal
1 pr. #34-380-9 French clips, gunmetal
16 #23-444-107 4mm round glass firepolish beads, dark topaz
16 #46-394-9-22 17ss bezel-set crystal links, gunmetal/topaz
2 #43-392-9 8-strand chain tassels, gunmetal

Suggested Materials for Necklace:
Qty. Stock Name
1 #40-228-9 18” medium cable chain, gunmetal
22-24 #37-123-9 Small oval jump rings, gunmetal
11 #23-444-107 4mm round glass firepolish beads, dark topaz
11 #37-411-9 7/8" thin head pins, gunmetal 
11 #46-394-9-22 17ss bezel-set crystal links, gunmetal/topaz
2 #39-227-9 7mm spring-ring clasps, gunmetal
11 #44-675-9 7x12mm 3-loop filigree charms, gunmetal

TIP: This design is convertible. Simply detach the chain from the necklace
at the spring rings to create a bracelet.

Tools needed: round-nose pliers, side cutters

To make the earrings:
1. Use head pins and 4mm glass beads to create 16 looped dangles.
2. Connect each dangle to a loop on a bezel-set rhinestone connector.
3. Using jump rings attach the other end of each bezel-set rhinestone to the chain ends on the tassels.
4. Open the loop on top of each tassel and attach it directly to a French clip. Close loop securely.

To make the necklace:
1. Use head pins and 4mm glass beads to create 11 looped dangles.
2. Connect each dangle to a loop on a bezel-set rhinestone connector.
3. Use jump rings to attach the other end of each bezel-set rhinestone connector to the bottom of a filigree charm.
4. Use jump rings to link all of the filigree charms together into a chain.
5. Attach a spring ring to one end of the charm section and a jump ring to the other end.
6. Cut the necklace chain to the desired length, leaving the clasp section intact.
7. Attach the second spring ring to one free end of the necklace chain and attach a jump ring to the other end.
8. Use the spring-ring end of the charm-and-crystal section to attach to the jump-ring end of the necklace chain. Attach the jump-

ring end of the charm-and-crystal section to the spring-ring end of the necklace chain.


